In the title compound, C23H28O8, the molecule has an extended conformation with both of the benzene rings being in an equatorial position with respect to the furanose ring. The furanose ring adopts an envelope conformation. In the crystal lattice, the molecules are edge fused via O-H·O and C-H·O intermolecular interactions, forming continuous chains of R 3 3(27) and R 3 3(33)-type rings. In addition, the structure is further stabilized by C-H·π interactions. by direct methods and refined by a full-matrix least-squares procedure based on F 2 . Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters and hydrogen atoms were included in the models at their calculated positions in a riding model approximation. In the absence of significant anomalous scattering effects, the absolute configuration could not be established. Therefore, it was arbitrarily assigned and the Friedel pairs were merged. Details of the data collection and refinement are gathered in Table 1 . The title molecule contains three stereogenic centers (C2, C10 and C11) in the asymmetric unit with relative configurations (R), (S) and (S), respectively (Fig. 2) . The five-membered furanose ring adopts an envelope conformation, while atom O1 occupies the flap. The ring asymmetric parameter, 4 ΔCs (O1), is 11.86˚. The geometry around atoms C2, C10 and C11 in the furanose ring deviates significantly from the ideal tetrahedral value (109.0˚) ( Table 2 ). Both benzene rings are in equatorial positions with respect to the furanose ring. This can be seen in terms of the torsion angles [C2-C3-C4-C9, 164.5(2) and C11-C12-C17-C16, 179.4(2)˚ respectively]. The dihedral angle between the two benzene rings is 3.34(2)˚. On the whole, the molecule adopts an extended conformation. The methoxy substituents at atoms C15 and C16 in the molecule lie almost in the same plane of the furanose ring (the dihedral angles are 3.34 (2) & 4.87 (2)˚ respectively). In contrast, some relatively large conformational differences are found in the methoxy substituents at atoms C6, C7 and C8, respectively, with respect to the furanose ring (the dihedral angles are 2.08(1), 75.5(3) and 4.5(1)˚ respectively).
The crystal structure contains an extensive hydrogen-bonded network (Fig. 3) . Molecules are linked into continuous chains by the co-operative action of C-H·O hydrogen bonds along the c-axis (Table 3) . Further, each molecule is linked to two molecules through C-H·O and O-H·O interactions. The combination of these interactions then generates R 3 3(27) and R 3 3(33)-type edge-fused rings. 5 In addition, symmetry-related molecules are also linked by weak C-H·π intermolecular interactions. Fig. 2 View of the title molecule (I), showing the atom-labeling scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 30% probability level. 
